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Question 1
Do you agree with the claim that critical approaches to cinema in the twentieth century can be summed up as the long take versus the cut (montage)? Answer with reference to two theorists.

Question 2
Does cinema undermine our sense of a world governed by reason? Compare two approaches.

Question 3
According to some critical commentators, the experience of cinematic space and time is qualitative rather than quantitative. Consider the arguments for and against.

Question 4
Analyse the argument that cinema is primarily ‘realistic’, and examine how this has been affected by practices of remediation in film.

Question 5
Evaluate critical approaches to counter-cinemas that challenge the attitudes towards gender, race, ethnicity and/or sexuality found in mainstream cinema.

Question 6
How have theorists attempted to explain the processes that characterise the act of film viewing and with what degree of success?

Question 7
Do theorists of postmodernism or of digital mediation provide the most satisfying accounts of contemporary cinema and why?

Question 8
To what extent and in what new forms do the concerns of classical film theorists resurface in later approaches to cinema?
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